A SERVICE AGENCY IN MANY WAYS

Event & Planner

For all your tourist needs we aim to organize the best possible holiday,
helping hoteliers to give an elite service, supporting travel agencies and
tour operators who want to be sure of giving a tailor-made holiday to their
clients. This service includes: planning of special events, organization of
excursions and sightseeing, as well as transfers by car, boat and private
planes/helicopters.

Over the years we have organized weddings, theme parties, conferences, with the
collaboration of event and wedding-planners, ﬂorists and Local Authorities. Each
event was unique and unrepeatable.
Nothing says ‘Italy’ more than the food. You too can experience the real Italy and
the intense pleasure of true Italian ﬁne dining thanks to catered meals, cookery
courses and more, prepared by our professional gourmet chefs and all in the privacy and comfort of your villa or in other house or building rented for the special
Event

We can also help you with the maintenance of your homes and properties, such as organizing renovation works, interior design and garden
planning; we can take care of all the bureaucratic and tax burdens, as well
as legal matters.
Avatar srl was created with the idea to connect several professional and
local services in order to ensure a wide range of high-quality services for
all kind of demands.
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Catering or Private Chef & Decoration
For a memorable and unique experience that will make your holiday, our licensed
chef will come to your villa and cook a mind-blowing meal for you.
He does all the cooking, table service, and cleaning afterward, so you will have
a full restaurant service all in the beautiful and private surroundings of your own
villa. You can choose from a variety of set menus or build your own choosing
from all the available dishes, or ask the chef for your own favorite dishes, even if
not on our proposed menus. Standard service provides that all guests have the
same dishes, but dfferent settings can be agreed directly with the Chef.

Personal
	
  

Barman

Enjoy the best of our local wines, together with our expert Sommelier and a fantastic tasting buffet prepared by our chef. Learn the Sommelier’s secrets to truly
taste and appreciate the various aspects of the dfferent wines. You may also buy
the wines and have them shipped straight to your home. The best of local wine
tasting in the privacy of your villa, and nobody has to drive! The wines in this
area get a lot of attention, but did you know that we also have some fabulous
and typical Cocktails? Then if you are interested you will be led through a tasting
experience sampling a range of different Cocktail styles and paired with freshly
and specifically selected foods.

	
  

Interpreters
Our interpreters can guide you on outings, translating into English, German, French, Chinese or
Japanese so you never have to be confused or
in the dark again, and you can be sure not to
miss out on all the details of the places you are
visiting.
Add an interpreter to any of your activities, and
don’t miss any important information because
you are not able to understand the language.
Our interpreters are both mother-tongue English,
raised in Italy with perfect Italian.

Personal Guide

Wine Tasting & Tours

Enjoy the best of the region in comfort and safety: Lake Garda, Venice, Milan, Verona, Florence, Portofino, Amalfi, Cortina, Madonna di Campiglio and Monte Carlo.
So much to do, so little time!

Avatar Wineries Tour: Our Chauffeur will pick you up and take you to appointments
in 3 different local wineries, where you will be greeted by the vintners, offered a
tasting of their various products, and invited to buy their wines at special discount
prices.

Patrizia Sasso is a Professional
Guide, she speaks Italian,
English, German and French and
she can offer you unique and
special excursions either on foot,
by car, by boat or by helicopter.
She has been featured and
interviewed on important
German television programs
featuring the region.

Special Tours

Transfer with Driver

Avatar srl is also involved in the organization of trips and excursions, to give our
customers the opportunity to get to know the area of Lake Garda and the surrounding cultural cities. From Milan to Venice you can visit several fascinating
towns such as Verona, Vicenza and Padua, but also Cortina, in the magical Dolomites. Discover with us our tailor-made trips, some of which include beautiful
boat trips and itineraries in the mountains.
Avatar-service, thanks to a
network of reliable and qualifed
partners, offers one of the best
selections of luxurious villas in
the most beautiful destinations of
Lake Garda and the
Mediterranean. From Garda to
Verona and Venice to Sardinia
and France, from the Amalfi
Coast to the exclusive Island of
Capri. Consult us to find the villa
of your dreams

We organize private transportation by car or minivan from/to all nearby airports,
trips to places of interest, as well as luxury cars with driver for leisure and business.
We guarantee punctuality and reliability Or you can experience the thrill of traveling
with a luxury vintage car. You can also request other cars. The minimum service
includes a professional driver (you may drive, accompanied by the professional),
or the Full Assistance Service, which includes a second team in a second vehicle.

Transfer with Helicopter
Do you need to book a helicopter or a private flight? Through two important and
reliable local agencies, we are able to offer our guests journeys on
exclusive jets all over the world. We are also able to organize flight transfers with
very short notice. For short distance journeys, or where it is impossible to land a
plane, we rely on an important agency with twin-engine helicopters with two pilots
on board.

Free Time
The PERSONAL SHOPPER is a great help to save time and money, allowing you
to buy what you are looking for, respecting your style and image needs, as well as
the budget you have established.
Our expert designer shopper will take you to the most exclusive boutiques and private showrooms giving you the finest design shopping in the area in one easy and
painless outing. Our personal shopper, Rosmarie, is an expert in fashion, design
and modern culture. She is specialized in high-end luxury destinations and services
in the area. She collaborates with international councils for luxury-oriented events.
Avatar Service is proud to be able to offer a comprehensive range of high-quality
childcare with a professional BABYSITTER
Our fully qualifed PERSONAL TRAINER and YOGA & PILATES
Professionals will give you a challenging workout that relaxes and energizes, at any
level of experience, from beginner to expert.
They will bring all the accessories needed, but please provide your own mats (or
towels).

Transfer with Boat
Attending glamourous events, exclusive meetings and unmissable exhibitions from
a luxury boat is deciding to live a unique experience.
Avatar- Service will guide you in the choice of the best boat to discover the beauties of Lake Garda with a dedicated guideor in a private tour. Beyond Lake Garda,
we offer event organization on boats at Monte Carlo and Portofino. Reaching the
yacht harbor comfortably and with no stress whatsoever is the first step for the
perfect holiday.
Some people choose to rent a yacht to discover the
secrets of the chosen destination’s coasts while gifting
themselves with unique moments of relax on the sea
or on the lake with vintage or newly manufactured
Riva boats. To this you can add the comforts and the
climatized spaces of a luxurious villa to spend the rest
of the day.

Housekeeping & Laundry

Property Purchase &Sale

You’re on holiday and as such you might well want to save as much time as you
can to have fun, so why don’t you get someone else to do all the chores for you!
Our professional cleaners can clean the whole house, or just the areas you need.
They can change the linens, and help you with laundry and dry cleaning. They can
do your ironing, and help unpack your luggage and pack it up again at the end
of your stay. Our professional cleaners will come and clean as much or as little as
you need.
There are also annual or semiannual contracts for cleaning and tidying or control
at check in and check out staying in private homes.

Avatar srl offers full support and advice in buying/selling properties, as well as renovating and maintaining your homes.
We have a professional team organized to take care of gardens and homes also
in your absence. Monica Tessarolo
(CEO Avatar srl) is an Architect and she has an Architectural Firm founded in Italy
in 2000 . Avatar-service is formed by a team of professionals in the legal, fiscal
and architectural sector in order to ensure a complete service before, during and
after the purchase of a house in Italy and making sure that the investment is based
on the real needs of the foreign client. Legal, urban and fiscal control of the offer
of sale is managed by partners or other operators, to ensure quality assistance in
the purchase, restoration and maintenance of the property.

Stocking Groceries

Care and Maintenance of the house

Come home to find it already fully stocked with your groceries. Just send us your
grocery list and we will do it all for you. Avoid the hike to the supermarket and back
with heavy bags.
Just give us your shopping list, including quantities and varieties (e.g.: full fat milk,
2 liters.
Strawberry yoghurt, 1 liter) and we will do your groceries for you and deliver them
to your villa.
Perfect for villa stocking before your arrival but also during your stay so you can
avoid the chore of shopping and spend your time having fun and relaxing instead.

In addition to ordinary and extraordinary cleaning services of your house you may
need some small home maintenance interventions.
How many times have you looked for a trustworthy person who was willing to help
you with small and large interventions on your home without knowing who to call?
Avatar srl offers a selected team of craftsmen and professionals who operate in
different sectors: plumbers, electricians, carpenters, stonemasons, painters,
gardeners and handymen.

Architectural
With any project the starting point involves the analysis of the local culture and values of the locals. Thanks to the advanced technologies which allow to express the
starting idea without any limitation, this analysis of the context leads to the designed
vision, translated in harmonious form. The knowledge of the context includes a good
relationship with the customer, the use of new technologies which allow the firm to
obtain maximum results in different design spheres and scales such as: large-area
master plans, residential buildings, commercial zones, oﬃces, directional, interior
design of environments, with custom-made measures and maximum attention to
details.

Interior Design
Our design philosophy stresses a close link between the disciplines of art, architecture and interior decoration. The end results are rich environments defined by
sophisticated color palettes, refined materials and detailing that tailor these interiors
to suit our clients’ needs.
Avatar srl is committed to coordinating the design efforts with an organized and
well-managed project that consistently exceeds clients’ expectations.
Avatar’s pursuit of excellence through sustainable, environmentally-friendly design
and a civilized and enjoyable public domain are seen as fundamental to long- term
success of our architecture and desig.

Patners
Liberty Homes 						http://www.libertyhomes.it
Studio Associato Scudeletti 			http://www.studioscudeletti.it
Enspace 							http://www.enspace.eu
Emmeti							http://www.villeinbioedilizia.it

Team
arch. Monica Tessarolo
dott. francesco Riva
Patrizia Sasso
Rosmarie Bresciani
Grace Lee
arch. Sabina Antonini

Info/Contact
Via Roma 8/b-25083 Gardone Riviera (Bs) Italy tel. +39 036522350
e-mail: monica@avatar-service.it web: www. avatar-service.it

